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Crafting Your Message Worksheet 

The way you develop and deliver your message has a lot to do with your specific message – are 
you sharing a transformational story with application?  Are you leading your audience through a 
bible story?  Are you sharing your personal testimony and how God worked in your life?  

Before you put pen to paper or fingers to a keyboard, spend time with the Lord.  Ask Him to lead 
your actions.  He will equip you as you do the hard work of moving your message from your 
heart to the page -- and as you continue to work to move it from the page to the platform.

I'm praying alongside you as you work to craft your message  -- and never forget that ONLY you 
can deliver the message that God has given you.  ONLY YOU!

What is the message that God has called you to share? 

Who is your message for? 

What do you want to accomplish with this message? 
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What is the desired outcome of listening to this message?   
 
              
 
              
 
              
 
              
 
Create your opening  (This is the story that will capture and captivate the audience)  
Listen to episode 31 – Create an Irresistible Opening for Your Message 
 
 
Craft a sticky statement – in the book, Made to Stick by Chip & Dan Heath, they talk about the 
value of stickiness. People remember a sticky statement.  It’s a statement that is memorable, 
concise, meaningful, and relevant.    My most current sticky statement is “Confident in your 
calling.” It’s simple and easy to remember.  It’s memorable when you hear me speak about 
walking in our calling.   
 
Draft your message – be real, authentic and remember this message is for your audience. Never 
forget them as you prepare but above all else share the message that God has given you.   
 
The story arc – this is the template used by writers, filmmakers and by some speakers.    
Consider these as you draft your message.  
 

Opening/ connecting to the audience – this is your opening that sets the stage for your 
message. 
 
Rising tension – you’ve introduced the problem you are facing, the hurt you are dealing 
with, the struggle you are having.  (In my Calling over confidence message, I talk about 
leaning on my own understanding and not understanding the true meaning of trusting 
God.  This is a message that most everyone can relate to.) 
 
Pinnacle –  you begin to reveal the solution to the struggle, the challenge or the hurt.  
You walk out the hope that God has for your audience.  For my message I share that I 
learned that I didn’t have to be confident in myself, I just had to be confident in my 
calling.   This is often where you state or restate your sticky statement and unpack what 
it means.   
 

https://podcasts.apple.com/us/podcast/episode-31-create-an-irresistible-opening-for-your-message/id1534015455?i=1000514924557
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Application / teaching – how can your audience apply your message to their lives?  This 
is where you move them from the hope you’ve shown them to the healing power of 
Jesus.  What will you share that brings a new perspective to them?  
 
Closing --  this is where you inspire your audience to take that next step in the healing 

that you’ve shared.  This is your moment to give them what they need to embrace what 
God has for them – freedom, joy, inspiration – whatever the theme of your message, 
this is your time to restate it boldly.  
 This is where I like to restate my sticky statement and remind my audience “you are 

not called to be confident but you must have confidence in your calling.” 
 

 
 
 
 
Opening  
 
              
 
              
 
              
 
              
 
 
 
Sticky Statement  
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Rising Tension  
 
              
 
              
 
              
 
              
 
              
 
              
 
              
 
              
 
 
Pinnacle  
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Application  
 
              
 
              
 
              
 
              
 
              
 
              
 
              
 
              
 
 
 
 
Closing  
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There you have it – the bones of your message.  This is a message worksheet so use it as that – 
work on  your message.   
Draft it.  
Test it.  
Edit it.  
Refine it.  
Deliver it.  
 
My hope is that you found this resource helpful.  
Join my Facebook group where I go live teaching the ins and outs of the speaking world – and 
you’ll also connect with amazing speakers who would love to meet you.  
Take the Stage Speakers Facebook Group  
 

XO 

Mary 

https://www.facebook.com/groups/Takethestage
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